Math/QR Pathway 3: Course w/ support (without Early Start)

**Area of Study**  
**SUMMER**  
**FALL**  
**SPRING**

** STEM **  
- No math course  
- Math 197: Pre-calculus stretch  
- Math 198: Pre-calculus stretch

** Business **  
- No math course  
- Math 107: Bus. Calc. stretch  
- Math 108: Bus. Calc. stretch

** Non-STEM **  
- No math course  
- ISED160 or PSY171 + Math 122  
  + Math 124  
  + Math 123  
  PHIL 111  
  + Math 112  
- No additional math needed

* Students who have identified as "undeclared" should choose the pathway that best represents their general interests. If undecided, students should consider the STEM pathway.

* Pathway 3 students who opt into Early Start should follow the pattern on Pathway 4.

If a student is beginning school in a Spring semester, contact the Developmental Studies Office for info: develops@sfsu.edu